YOU FAMILY
®

SIT FIT.
WHAT

WHY

Uniquely designed with superior ergonomic
features, You promotes active sitting,
which not only improves posture, but also
productivity and performance, making it
ideal for workspaces with non-assigned
seating.
You Too builds upon You’s revolutionary
ergonomic design language with a
re-engineered and more accessible nylon
frame that increases design flexibility. You
Too is affordable innovation at its best.

+ The human body wasn’t designed to
sit all day.

+ Overall lack of adequate lumbar support
in mesh-back task chairs on the market.

+ The most common workplace injuries
today can happen while seated.
+ There’s a need for seating that can
adjust to suit a greater number of users
at workplaces that have non-assigned
seating or for staff who sit for long
durations.

Everything about You suits the way you sit.

HOW
+ You and You Too’s patented technology
minimizes adjustments required for
maximum ergonomic support, helping
users find the best suited position for
their body type.
+ The U-shaped back suspension engages
core muscles, elongates the back, opens
the chest and keeps your shoulders
relaxed — all to keep you sitting tall and
light on your bones.
+ The frame allows the mesh to bow and
provide precise support between the
lumbar and ribcage to encourage
active sitting.

BEYOND THE
CHAIR REASONS
TO CHOOSE
ALLSEATING

+ Maximum resiliency and precise comfort
via elastomeric mesh webbing.
+ Molded polyurethane foam constructed
seat that features a waterfall edge design
to reduce pressure on the back of thighs.
+ Three (3) elegant frame options
available: Onyx and Smoke and Polished
Aluminum (Polished Aluminum is only
available for You).
+ Five (5) versatile base options available:
High Profile Aluminum, Black, Smoke,
Stool Base and Sit to Stand Counter.

+ Our simple, comprehensive warranty is one of the best in the industry.
+ Our exceptional customer service encompasses product specification,
on-time delivery, out of box quality and every touch point in between.
+ We’re willing to adapt our products or services to meet our client’s needs.
+ SCS Gold Certified.

+ Two (2) flexible frame heights to
support multiple body types (midback
and highback).
+ Five (5) comfortable arm options
available: Task 2 Arm, 4-Dimensional
Arm, Multi-Functional Arm, Twister Arm
and Conference Arm.
+ Fully customizable with 15 vibrant
mesh colors available over three (3)
eye-catching patterns.

